
 
 

 
Treatment Announces New President and CEO - Dr. Paul A. Markham, MBA 

Vancouver, B.C. July 14, 2022 —  Treatment.com International Inc. (“Treatment or the “Company”) (CSE: 
TRUE; OTC: TREIF; FFA: 939), is a global healthcare company with a passion for supporting consumers and 
healthcare providers around the world with easy-to-use, AI-driven solutions to manage healthcare 
concerns.  

Today, Treatment announces the replacement of founding CEO and President, John Fraser, with Dr. Paul 
A. Markham, MBA. Dr. Markham, previously Chief Strategy Officer,  is a global tech entrepreneur and 
corporate growth strategist. A proven marketing change agent committed to revenue and EBITDA growth 
in Fortune 100 (GE, Canon, Fujifilm), mid-size, and start-ups. Always at the cutting edge of singularity-
driven market trends with a clear vision for Treatment. Dr. Markham is known in the market for being 
able to speak three languages, data, dollars, and doctors. Mr. Fraser shall remain on the Company’s Board 
of Directors. 
 
“Treatment is a unique and timely Enterprise AI Platform, set to disrupt and transform the current sick 
care model, delivering a predictive, proactive, precision-driven healthcare framework. The timing is 
perfect to move into the commercialization growth phase. We are excited to tell the world about the 
Treatment solution - (Where Doctors Come For Advice),” said Dr. Paul A. Markham, MBA. 
 
 
About Treatment.com 

Treatment.com is a disruptive healthcare technology company harnessing the power of AI to help global 
citizens improve their health through personalized recommendations and insights. Based in Vancouver 
with a US subsidiary, the company spent the last five years working with a team of world-class doctors, 
engineers, mathematicians, and AI specialists to develop a sophisticated and scalable AI engine that 
leverages the most robust, personalized data to generate highly predictive and accurate insights. 
Treatment.com is the company behind the new release of the Treatment Digital Health App. This doctor-
built app is driven by an intelligent digital health assistant which will empower people to take control of 
their health. Doctors are encouraged to apply for NFT and blockchain rewards for contributing to 
Treatment’s growing compendium of medical knowledge housed in its proprietary Global Library of 
Medicine. 

For more investor information on Treatment.com please visit https://treatment.com/investors/. 
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Forward Looking Statement 
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This news release contains forward-looking statements relating to the future operations of 
Treatment.com, International, Inc. (Treatment) and other statements that are not historical facts. 
Forward-looking statements are often identified by terms such as "will", "may", "should", "anticipate", 
"expects" and similar expressions. All statements other than statements of historical fact, included in this 
release, including, without limitation, statements regarding the future plans and objectives of Treatment, 
are forward-looking statements that involve risks and uncertainties. There can be no assurance that such 
statements will prove to be accurate and actual results and future events could differ materially from those 
anticipated in such statements. Important factors that could cause actual results to differ materially from 
Treatment's expectations include other risks detailed from time to time in the filings made by Treatment 
with securities regulators. 

The reader is cautioned that assumptions used in the preparation of any forward-looking information may 
prove to be incorrect. Events or circumstances may cause actual results to differ materially from those 
predicted, as a result of numerous known and unknown risks, uncertainties, and other factors, many of 
which are beyond the control of Treatment. The reader is cautioned not to place undue reliance on any 
forward-looking information. Such information, although considered reasonable by management at the 
time of preparation, may prove to be incorrect and actual results may differ materially from those 
anticipated. Forward-looking statements contained in this news release are expressly qualified by this 
cautionary statement. The forward-looking statements contained in this news release are made as of the 
date of this news release and Treatment will only update or revise publicly the included forward-looking 
statements as expressly required by Canadian securities law. 

For more information: 

Investor Contact: investors@treatment.com  

 


